Training and Application of Student Standardized Patients for Dental Education
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Abstract: Background Stomatology is a discipline closely combined with theory and practice, and pays attention to students’ operation abilities and clinical skills. Current dental education is encountering the situation of more theory than practice. The evaluation and application of standardized patients (SP) are gradually increasing in medical education. Objective This paper intends to describe the advantages of student standardized patients (SSP), how to construct and apply SSP for dental education. Method SSP training is conducted by experienced clinical teachers. SSP is trained to describe the disease in patient's language and give a reasonable response to enquiry and examination. Result Qualified SSP can be applied in inquiry, physical examination, teaching and evaluation of common dental diseases. SSP not only provide students with repeated practice, but also enable students to understand theoretical knowledge and cultivate clinical thinking more effectively in real clinical reception. This model of SSP application could stimulate learning enthusiasm of on-campus dental student, improve student clinical skills and thinking abilities, as well as reduce education expenses. Conclusion Using SSP is beneficial to help students construct clinical thinking, learn communication skills and build a harmonious doctor-patient relationship. Keywords: Standardized Patient, Student Standardized Patient, Stomatology, Training, Application

1. Background

Stomatology is a discipline closely combined with theory and practice, and pays attention to students' operation abilities and clinical skills. But in the present education, the key teaching points focus mostly on the teaching of theoretical knowledge and practice in the laboratory using isolated teeth and head simulation models. Training for clinical inquiry relatively involves the diagnosis of the disease and the techniques on how to communicate with patients and their families [1]. With the continuous enhancement of patients' awareness of safeguarding their rights, the phenomenon of asking patients to do "props" for physical examination and treatment through interns and trainees like in the past is gradually rejected by patients. The situation of more theories than practices in somatology teaching is gradually increasing [2]. Based on this social background, the appearance of standardized patients has undoubtedly brought new impetus to the development of medicine. The training and application of standardized patients for stomatology students is undoubtedly an opportunity to improve their clinical ability. Standardized Patients (SP), also known as Simulated Patient, refers to normal people or patients who can accurately describe the patients' history and accurately present the patients' symptoms, signs and other requirements after systematic training. SP is a special group that is trained,
accepted and issued with certificates by specialized people. Training and using of these groups requires high cost of money and time, while the training of students as standardized patients can reduce the corresponding investments. Student standardized patients (SSP) refers to medical students who can accurately present patients' actual clinical problems, and can act as teaching mentors and evaluators with triple functions after standardized and systematized training [3].

Stomatology students generally have only a preliminary understanding of their major at school. Through training, students have a deeper understanding of stomatology. SSP also has the characteristics of the faster acceptance and the shorter training time [4]. The following part will describe the advantages of standardized patients of stomatology students, how to construct standardized patients of stomatology students, and the application and prospect of standardized patients of stomatology students.

2. Advantages

(1) Students of stomatology in school have a partial understanding of professional knowledge. SSP resources are selected from students majoring in stomatology, and through SSP role playing and repeated practice, various professional knowledge can be improved more effectively [5]. Stomatology students who have not been exposed to clinical operation can grow interest in clinical practice and enlighten professional learning later. Students are able to integrate knowledge and skills in a clinical setting, linking diseases and laying a solid foundation for systematic learning [6].

(2) Stomatology students have some understanding of oral diseases, which can reduce the difficulty of training, reduce the expenditure of training expenses.

(3) SSP is a complex identity composed of multiple roles, which can help students determine the targets, cultivate higher social consciousness, and promote their own and professional growth [7].

(4) SP mostly participated in the form of social volunteers or part-timers, and the personnel constitute is unstable, while the students as standardized patient members are stable and can be used for a long time through training.

(5) Each SSP playing the role of oral disease may adapt to the new script as their oral condition changes and can be further utilized to achieve the maximum possible utilization of each SSP.

3. Construction

3.1. Recruitment Standards

After posting the recruitment information, let the prospective stomatology students sign up. Choose students who have a strong interest in performing among the voluntary applicants; Learning enthusiasm, high comprehensive quality; Master certain oral knowledge; Good comprehension, expression and memory skills; Students who are in good health and free from infectious diseases.

3.2. Case Selection

The preparation of the case should select common diseases in stomatology, such as pericoronitis, primary trigeminal neuralgia, dental caries, recurrent aphthous ulcer, acute pulpitis, dislocation of temporomandibular joint, chronic periapical periodontitis, dental congestion, etc. Choose the right case and script the play. Compile information about the patient's education, personality, occupation, etc. The script should include the simulation of the scene, medical history, diagnosis, examination, treatment, follow-up visit, improvement, etc. And should also cooperate with props and makeup techniques when necessary [8].

3.3. Training Implementation

SSP training is conducted by experienced clinical teachers. After selecting the SSP and the corresponding script, SSP should be helped to master the knowledge related to the disease, familiarize itself with the characteristics of the disease and patient's reaction. The SSP is trained to describe the disease in patient's language, which should be simple and easy to understand. In the performance of the script, there can be accompanied by actions, but it is not allowed to mislead the students with exaggerated actions, nor can it be used to induce the students with implied performances [9]. Avoid using medical terminology and jargon such as “46” or “left mandibular first molar” when describing the tooth position. The SSP should be trained to give a reasonable response to the examination. For example, when performing acute pulpitis, the SSP should be trained to show a painful face, tighten the eyebrows, and make a painful appearance. It can be accompanied by language and actions, such as shouting for pain, and show a significantly relieved expression of pain after receiving open pulp treatment. The formal use of SSP repeated simulation training, helps to find out the shortcomings and to correct, and strive to achieve the best.

4. Application

4.1. Inquiry

Inquiry is the process of obtaining necessary information by systematically questioning patients or relevant personnel. Through inquiry, doctors can obtain the occurrence, development process of the disease, previous diagnosis and treatment process, allergy history, family history and other important information, so as to contribute to the further diagnosis and treatment of the present condition. The acquisition of important information is particularly necessary in the formulation of clinical treatment plans. For example, when a patient needs to have a full metal crown of the posterior tooth repaired, it is necessary to consider whether the patient has had other restorations before. Different situations will have a great impact on the choice of the plan. The two
upper and lower teeth in the same position are repaired with different metals, which can produce a small electrical current that can cause chewing pain. The information can be obtained through inquiry, so as to avoid some unnecessary defective prosthesis made in clinical practice. Inquiry is the basis for the diagnosis and treatment of diseases, and is a particularly important part of medical education. Students can improve their inquiry skills by inquiring with the SSP to avoid blind consultation after entering the clinic [10]. SSP can be used for students to practice face to face repeatedly, which can make students pay attention to clinical communication methods and skills and improve students' confidence [11], so that students will not feel embarrassed when they come into clinical contact with real patients. It doesn't make patients tired either. At the same time, the application of SSP can enhance medical students' humanistic care for patients in daily life, cultivate the concept of caring for the wound, enhance their sense of service and sense of responsibility, and make medical students and doctors pay more attention to communication with patients. Communication skills can be trained through SSP [12], which is conducive to the construction of a good doctor-patient relationship and promote medical ethics education [13].

4.2. Physical Examination

Physical examination plays an irreplaceable role in stomatology. Lesions can be found by examining the skin, face, mouth, tongue and other parts of the patient, and changes in color, shape and quality of the lesion can be found. SSP vividly shows the symptoms in the selected cases, which can make the content concrete and visualized. Medical students are exposed to live cases and "patients", instead of just descriptions and two-dimensional pictures in books. After the physical examination of SSP, students will have a more virtual and concrete understanding of the disease. Some of the knowledge may be difficult to understand through simple text description, but medical students will be deeply impressed when they conduct physical examination on patients themselves which can improve their mastery of theoretical knowledge [14]. This not only enables them to pay more attention to the learning of basic knowledge and the standardization of clinical operation, but also fully combines theory with practice. It can also cultivate medical students’ ability to deal with emergencies, improve their comprehensive ability, and lay the foundation for them to become an excellent doctor.

4.3. Teaching

SP teaching method was originally applied in medical education to teach medical students learning and communication skills [15]. The application of SSP in regular classroom makes the classroom no longer a simple model of teachers' output of knowledge. It makes the classroom interactive and responsive with vivid and diversified contents. It becomes a new type of classroom. The change of classroom improves the interest and enthusiasm of medical students in learning which is conducive to the lasting mastery of knowledge [16]. Vivid SSP can promote the abilities of stomatology students to learn independently, so as to discover, analyze and solve problems independently, and improve their self-study and problem-solving abilities. Experiments show that standardized patients can improve students' communication skills more effectively than traditional teaching [17]. Not only can SSP be applied to classroom teaching of students, but also lectures containing SSP can be designed to increase the public's awareness of some phenomena or diseases [18]. The practical teaching of SSP for stomatology students in school can make them contact with the clinical environment in advance, shorten the adaptation period after internship significantly, make easier for students to adapt to the clinical environment than other students, and play a certain role in guiding students to participate in a series of examinations and competitions [19].

4.4. Assessment and Competition

An SSP can act as a patient, evaluator, and teaching mentor. The development of SSP further promotes the fairness of examinations and competitions. As the evaluator, SSP has the most direct contact with students participating in examinations and competitions and has the most intuitive feelings about the whole examination and competition. It can accurately grasp students' communication, clinical skills and operation abilities, so as to make the examination more fair and just. Objective structured clinical examination (OSCE) is a kind of assessment method that uses SP to objectively evaluate candidates' clinical ability, and this method is also applicable to the evaluation of oral clinical teaching effect [20]. The introduction of SP in the objective structured clinical examination not only requires the evaluation of communication and professionalism, but also requires the evaluation and scoring of the examiner [21]. In clinical skills training, SSP communicates with students from the perspective of patients, which can help students improve humanistic care for patients from psychological, social, cultural and other aspects, and is conducive to the cultivation of patient-centered thinking [22]. SP’s feedback should become a key tool [23]. The teacher doesn’t give guidance to the students when they take the examination. After the examination, the teacher can summarize the students' performance based on the feedback from the SSP [24]. Students' self-evaluation is often different from SSP’s feedback, which may be due to the difference in the degree of respect for patients [25]. Through the improvement of SSP’s feedback, a great improvement can be achieved [26].

5. Discussion

SP is widely developed in foreign countries and is still in the exploratory stage in China. The first batch of SP in China was cultivated by West China Medical College in 1993 [27]. The proportion of SP used in health education and survey is also increasing gradually [28]. Many medical colleges and universities have trained SP and applied it in teaching and assessment, achieving good results. In terms of the overall
trend, research on SSP is on the rise, especially in recent years, domestic attention to SSP training has been increasing [29]. Since standardized patients in China cannot be professionalized all the time, their large-scale use is limited. The training and use of SSP solves the embarrassing situation of lack of teaching resources, and forms a more systematic training structure that can be repeatedly used in teaching, assessment and competition.

At present, there are still some inevitable difficulties in SSP training. For example, the practice time is limited, and students of stomatology will be recruited after graduation. Some signs are hard to imitate. Repeated performance will make the SSP tired and so on. The duration can be increased by recruiting lower grade stomatology students. To increase the interest and enthusiasm of SSP, certain subsidy and certificate can be provided to SSP with excellent performance.

In clinical practice, with the transformation of modern medical model, it is more and more advocated to build a good doctor-patient relationship. To achieve this, excellent professional skills and good medical environments should be provided for patients. Effective communication with patients can undoubtedly promote the construction of a good doctor-patient relationship [30]. Patients’ understanding of the disease will affect their treatment compliance and prognosis, so communication is very essential for doctors, and SP provides an opportunity to carefully study communication skills [31]. The standardized use of patients by stomatology students can not only help medical students learn to think in others’ shoes and increase their awareness of caring for patients but also improve the ability to analyze and solve problems, improve the ability to communicate with patients and gain experience [32]. It also helps to improve the ability to communicate with team members and enhance teamwork [33]; arouse the SSP’s professional ethics and feelings, improve the post competency which is conducive to a comprehensive grasp of basic knowledge [34]. The use of standardized patients for stomatology students can not only exercise and assess students’ clinical skills, but also increase the consideration of ethical issues, such as tooth extraction for hepatitis b viral-positive patients [35]. This model of using stomatology students to SSP not only reduce expenses, but also stimulate SSP learning enthusiasm, improve clinical skills and thinking abilities, to achieve a win-win situation, and cultivate high-quality oral talents.

6. Conclusion

Based on the importance of stomatology practice and clinical teaching, the evaluation and application of standardized patients are gradually increasing. Stomatology student standardized patients have its unique advantages. The training particularly involves important events including recruitment, clinical case selection, and training implementation. It can be applied in the inquiry, physical examination, teaching and evaluation of common dental diseases, which is conducive to cultivate high-quality oral talents.
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